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1 Introduction
This report documents the results of a series of fuselage shell and cavity response
measurements which were conducted in the Fuselage Acoustics Research Facility (FARF)
at Douglas Aircraft Company with a DC-9 aircraft aft section as the test fuselage. The
specific objectives of the measurements were to:
• Define the shell and cavity modal characteristics of the test fuselage
• Understand the structural-acoustic coupling characteristics of the test fuselage
• Measure the response of the test fuselage to different types of acoustic and vibra-
tion excitation
To accomplish these objectives, the fuselage structure and the cabin cavity were
excited with either a single acoustic source inside the cabin, a single acoustic source
outside the fuselage, an array of acoustic sources outside the fuselage, a point mechan-
ical source attached to the fuselage shell, or a combination of the mechanical source
and the single exterior acoustic source. The response of the fuselage shell to these
inputs was measured with an array of accelerometers attached to the fuselage skin,
and the response of the cabin cavity was measured with an array of microphones lo-
cated inside the cabin. From these measurements, spatial plots of the shell acceleration
and cabin acoustic pressure field were produced. In addition, wavenumber-frequency
analysis techniques were applied to the test data to generate acceleration and pressure
wavenumber maps corresponding to the spatial plots. Analysis and interpretation of
these spatial plots and wavenumber maps provided the required information on modal
characteristics, structural-acoustic coupling, and fuselage response, and also demon-
strated the usefulness of wavenumber analysis techniques in understanding fuselage
structural-acoustic behavior.
The next section of this report describes the test program. Detailed test results
are provided in Sections 3 through 5. Section 3 presents the measured shell and cavity
modal characteristics. In Section 4 the coupling characteristics of the fuselage structure
and cabin cavity are discussed. Section 5 describes the response of the fuselage to the
different excitations used in the test program. Major conclusions are summarized in
the final section.
2 Description of the Test Program
The tests were conducted between October 1989 and January 1990 in the Fuselage
Acoustics Research Facility (FARF) at Douglas Aircraft Company (DAC). This facility
consists of the aft section of a DC-9 aircraft fuselage, noise and vibration sources to sim-
ulate a variety of excitations including advanced turboprop excitation, a multi-channel
digital data acquisition and processing system, and an anechoic chamber to house the
fuselage section. Figure 1 shows the fuselage test section, with the frame station and
longeron numbering system. Additional details about FARF and its components may
be found in Reference [1].
2.1 Fuselage Configuration
The DC-9 aft fuselage section was configured to be similar to the Baseline Configu-
ration of the MD-UHB Demonstrator. On the Demonstrator, several treatments were
installed which were designed to reduce cabin noise levels arising from the acoustic and
mechanical loads generated by the UFIB engine. The specific treatments installed for
the Baseline Configuration consisted of additional frames in the aft cabin (including a
torque box frame), damping material on the new and existing frames, a double wall
attached to the pressure bulkhead, sonic fatigue damping material applied to the skin
in the aft section and cabin area, acoustic damping material applied to the skin in
the cabin and cargo compartments, floor isolation, and absorption blankets in the aft
section. The cabin was unfurnished, but included two layers of sidewall thermal insu-
lation. Reference [2] provides a complete description of each treatment and fuselage
configuration incorporated in the Demonstrator flight test program.
For the current ground tests in FARF, the same treatments were installed in the
DC-9 fuselage section, except for the aft bulkhead double wall and the aft section
absorption blankets. These two treatments were considered unnecessary for these tests
since the acoustic and vibration sources were not located at the aft of the aircraft
(in contrast to the aft-mounted engines on the Demonstrator), and thus there was
no energy contribution from the propagation path through the aft section. Other
differences between the FARF fuselage and the Demonstrator were (1) no lavatories in
FARF (they were previously removed and covered over with hard walls); (2) no floor
isolation in FARF; and (3) uniform application of damping material around the entire
FARF fuselage circumference (on the Demonstrator the sonic fatigue damping material
is installed only on the UHB engine side).
To simulate in-flight conditions, the fuseIage was pressurized to a pressure differen-
tial of 5 psi during all tests.
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2.2 Noise and Vibration Sources
The fuselage shell and cavity were excited by six types of noise and/or vibration
sources (four acoustic, one mechanical, and one a combination of acoustic and mechan-
ical). The excitations were:
1. Broadband acoustic excitation of the interior cabin by a single loudspeaker.
2. Broadband mechanical (vibration) excitation of the fuselage structure by a
single shaker.
3. Broadband acoustic excitation of the exterior of the structure by a single
loudspeaker.
4. Acoustic excitation of the exterior of the structure by a single loudspeaker
with 8 sine tones.
5. Acoustic excitation of the exterior of the structure by an array of 5 loud-
speakers with 8 sine tones, and with time delays between each speaker to
simulate the wave-trace velocity effects of a rotating propeller.
6. Broadband mechanical and acoustic excitation of the structure (achieved by
combining excitations 2 and 3 above).
Figure 2 shows the single interior loudspeaker, located at the forward right corner
of the cabin at station 480 and pointed at 45 degrees towards the cabin centerline. The
exterior sources are depicted in Figure 3; Figure 1 shows their longitudinal locations
relative to the fuselage. The single shaker is mounted on a support structure, and
attached to the right side of the fuselage at station 718, longeron 9. The exterior array
of five loudspeakers is located on a support stand on the left side of the fuselage at
station 661. The center speaker of this vertical, linear array was used for single speaker
acoustic excitation. Figures 4 and 5 are photographs of the loudspeaker and shaker
sources, respectively. All acoustic sources are Altec 15-inch drivers mounted in JBL
ported speaker enclosures. The vibration source is a VTS-100 electrodynamic shaker.
For the broadband excitations, a Hewlett-Packard 8057A noise generator was used
to produce pink noise, which was subsequently filtered to provide a signal between
about 100 and 1000 Hz, amplified, and fed to the interior or exterior loudspeaker or
shaker as required. The excitation levels were as follows: from the interior loudspeaker,
approximately 100 dB in each one-third octave band between 100 and 1000 Hz, mea-
sured by the interior reference microphone 39 inches in front of the speaker; from the
exterior loudspeaker, approximately 113 dB in each one-third octave band between
100 and 1000 Hz, measured by the exterior reference microphone on the surface of the
fuselage three feet from the loudspeaker; from the shaker, 30 lbs force measured by the
force gauge between the shaker and the fuselage.
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For the sine tone excitations, the following eight tones, generated by separate Dy-
natech 200MSTPC function generators, were used simultaneously: 100, 125, 160, 168,
200, 210, 250, and 315 Hz. The 168 and 210 Hz tones represent the blade passage fre-
quencies of the aft and forward rotors of a UHB engine with 10x8 rotor configuration,
while the remaining six tones represent the center frequencies of the one-third octave
bands from about 90 to about 350 Hz, the primary frequency range of interest for UHB
aircraft. For the single loudspeaker tests, the excitation levels were approximately 110
dB for each tone, measured by the exterior reference microphone.
The acoustic excitation involving all five loudspeakers and all eight tones was de-
signed to simulate the wave-trace velocity effects associated with rotating propeller
sources. To accomplish this, a special support stand was built to accommodate the five
speakers along an arc with radius corresponding to the UHB propeller radius (approx-
imately 11 feet). In addition, a time delay of 4 msec was set up between the signals
through each of the speakers, starting with the lowest speaker (to simulate propeller
upsweep effects). This delay corresponds to a propeller rotational speed of about 1260
rpm, which is typical of the rotational speeds used during the Demonstrator flight
tests. The excitation levels were between 107 and 115 dB for each tone, measured by
the exterior reference microphone.
2.3 Measurement and Processing Instrumentation
Four types of data were measured during the test program: exterior noise levels dur-
ing exterior acoustic excitation; fuselage acceleration levels during all excitations except
interior acoustic excitation; interior noise levels during all excitations; and force levels
during mechanical excitation. The number, spacing, and placement of transducers on
the fuselage surface and within the cabin were selected to provide measurement data
over sut_ciently large regions for subsequent acceleration and pressure spatial plots,
and to ensure sufficient resolution in the circumferential and longitudinal (or axial)
directions for subsequent acceleration and pressure wavenumber maps.
Exterior microphones were mounted on the left side of the fuselage 1/2 inch from
the fuselage surface in a row longitudinally along longeron 15, and circumferentially
along station 661 (see Figure 6). The microphone at the intersection of longeron 15 and
station 661, opposite the center of the exterior loudspeaker array, was used as a ref-
erence for the exterior measurements. Each exterior microphone measurement system
consisted of a B&K 4134 1/2 inch microphone with a Genrad 1560-P42 preamplifier
and Pacific and Ithaco amplifiers.
An array of accelerometers was also mounted on the left. side of the fuselage (Figure
6). This 13x15 array had a longitudinal spacing of 9.5 inches and a circumferential
spacing of 15.4 inches. In addition to this array, accelerometers were mounted in a
row longitudinally just under longeron 9, and on the right side of the fuselage circum-
ferentiaUy at stations 66I and 718 (which, in conjunction with the accelerometers on
the left side at these two stations, formed two accelerometer rings around the entire
fuselage). The accelerometer on the left side at station 718 just under longeron 9 was
used as a reference accelerometer for the vibration measurements. Each accelerometer
measurement system consisted of an Endevco 2250A-10 accelerometer with an Endevco
signal conditioner and Ithaco amplifier.
Within the cabin, the array of 75 microphones shown in Figure 7 was used to
measure interior noise levels at 13 stations (approximately 19 inches apart) from station
547 to station 779. For these measurements the reference microphone was located on
the cabin centerline, approximately 20 inches above the floor and 40 inches in front of
the interior loudspeaker at the front of the cabin. The interior microphone measurement
system was identical to the exterior microphone system.
A force gauge was installed between the connecting rod (stinger) of the shaker
and the fuselage. This transducer was used as a reference for the shaker input to the
structure. The force measurement system consisted of a B&K 8500 force gauge with
B&K 1050 vibration exciter and Ithaco amplifier.
The number of unique transducer locations included 16 exterior microphone loca-
tions, 234 accelerometer locations, 976 interior microphone locations, and 1 force gauge
location. A total of over 7100 test points was collected during the entire test program.
In order to collect this amount of data, transducer signals were recorded in sets on
FM tape, at up to 26 channels simultaneously. Each measurement sample included
a recording of the appropriate reference transducer so that data collected at different
times could be normalized to a common excitation.
The microphone channels were calibrated periodically with a B&K 4220 piston-
phone, which produces a constant 250 Hz signal at 124 dB. The accelerometer channels
were similarly calibrated with a B&K 4294 calibrator exciter which produces a constant
159 Hz signal at 1 g (rms). The various amplifiers were set to provide a 1 volt input
to the tape recorder corresponding to either 124 dB or 1 g, depending on transducer
type. This same 1 volt signal level was then used as a surrogate calibration signal on
subsequent data tapes.
Measured data were recorded on a Honeywell model 101 FM tape recorder. Anno-
tation information and a time code were recorded on two additional recorder channels.
The data tapes were then processed on a custom-designed digital data acquisition and
processing system (DDAPS). DDAPS consists of a special digitizer coupled to a DEC
microVAX II computer, and is designed to permit rapid calculation and display of a
variety of time-series functions from which frequency domain data can subsequently
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be obtained. The system is capable of simultaneous sampling of up to 32 channels of
analog data at a rate of 12,600 samples/second/channel for up to 2 minutes, covering
a frequency range of up to 4 kHz. The sampling duration for each measurement in this
test program was 1 minute, which was sufficient to provide the frequency resolution
(0.78 Hz) used in the subsequent analyses.
DAC in-house software operating on a DEC VAX 8300 coupled with a Numerix
MARS 432 array processor was used to convert the digitized time series data into auto-
and cross-spectra for the various measurement locations, with respect to the appropriate
reference transducer. These spectra were further processed to meet the requirements
of subsequent analyses or to provide graphic output for presentation purposes. In
addition, for the wavenumber-frequency analyses, DAC in-house software was used to
obtain wavenumber maps by implementing a two-dimensional Fourier transform on the
spatial domain data.
Although the test signals were generated over a frequency range from about 100
to 1000 Hz for the broadband excitations, for the test results reported here the data
analyses were limited to frequencies below 500 Hz.
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3 Fuselage Modal Characteristics
Measured fuselage acceleration levels and cabin noise levels under selected excita-
tions were used to define the structural and cavity modal characteristics of the fuselage.
Specifically, the frame structural modes and uncoupled and coupled cavity modes at
station 718 were studied. To determine the structural modes and coupled cavity modes,
shaker broadband mechanical excitation was used. To determine the uncoupled cavity
modes, interior loudspeaker broadband excitation was used.
3.1 Frame Structural Modes
To define the structural modes for frame 718, transfer functions between the input
force (applied to the right side of the fuselage at frame 718, longeron 9) and the response
acceleration were computed from the measured data for each of the 28 accelerometers on
this frame. Figure 8 shows a sample transfer function spectrum for the accelerometer
on the left side of the fuselage at longeron 9 between 90 and 200 Hz. Peaks in the
transfer function spectra indicate those frequencies at which modes may occur. Based
on these spectral peak frequencies for all the transfer functions, the following were
judged to be the modal frequencies for frame 718 (in Hz):
95 176 314
105 187 366
108 200 380
112 221 394
118 232 420
130 256 44O
134 266 450
146 274 480
151 292
165 304
For each frequency, the frame mode shape (or structural deformation) was deter-
mined by plotting the displacement measured at each accelerometer. Sample frame
modes determined in this manner are shown Figure 9, for 95 and 108 Hz. In this figure
the solid line represents the undeformed frame ring while the dashed line represents
the measured frame deformation. The frame is viewed facing aft, so that the excitation
point is at the upper left side of the ring.
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3.2 Cabin Cavity Modes
To define the frequencies of the transverse (across-the-cabin) cavity modes at station
718, transfer functions between the input signal at the appropriate reference transducer
and the response acoustic pressure were computed from the measured data at each of
the 75 response microphones in the measurement array across the cabin at this station.
The real and imaginary parts of these transfer functions were separately added together
for all the response microphones. Plots of these summed real and imaginary values were
examined to find the frequencies at which the real value was zero (or near zero) and
the imaginary value was at (or near) a peak in the spectrum. Figure 10 shows how
this approach was applied to define the coupled cavity modes (i.e., the modes resulting
from shaker excitation). For these transfer functions, the input signal was the input
force, measured with the force gauge. To determine the uncoupled cavity modes, the
input signal for the transfer functions was the acoustic pressure measured at the interior
reference microphone.
Based on this approach, the following modal frequencies (in Hz) were determined
for the uncoupled case (interior speaker excitation):
79 238 353
102 263 381
111 284 407
154 306 432
199 332 479
Similarly, the following modal frequencies (in Hz) were determined for the coupled
case (shaker excitation):
79 165 362
-88 183 395
98 212 426
105 228 459
110 256 470
120 303 490
129 332
For each modal frequency, the sound pressure level distribution was mapped from
the response microphone data. Sample spatial pressure plots for the uncoupled mode
at 102 Hz and the coupled mode at 105 Hz are presented in Figures 11 and 12, respec-
tively. In these figures the view of the cabin cross-section is facing forward, so that the
15
excitation is at the lower right corner of the figure for uncoupled modes, and on the
left side for coupled modes.
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4 Structural-Acoustic Coupling Characteristics
The sound transmission and radiation characteristics of aircraft fuselage structures
are strongly dependent on the structural-acoustic coupling inside the shell [3,4]. Dis-
persion diagrams or k-w plots for both structural and cavity modes are very useful
in examining and understanding such coupling phenomenon. A brief introduction to
wavenumber (or k-space ) analysis of structural-acoustic coupling is first presented for
a uniform cylindrical shell. The results of analytical and experimental investigations
for the FARF fuselage are then discussed.
4.1 Wavenumber Analysis for Cylindrical Shell
The flexural wave motion in a uniform cylindrical shell can be characterized by axial
(or longitudinal) and circumferential wavenumbers, k_ and kc. The non-dimensional
wavenumber functions, ko and kc, for the structural vibration of an idealized cylindrical
shell are [51:
( h2R2 _i
]za = ka \12(1_ p2)]
/.
/_c= k_ _12(1 _#2)]
where k°= (_-_) and k¢= (N), and m is the axial mode number, N is the structural
circumferential mode number, R and L are the radius and length of the cylinder respec-
tively, and p is the Poisson ratio. The formula for natural frequencies of a cylindrical
shell can be expressed in the following form [5]:
t +:/+,,,,.++,,+. + k++)2+ (k++
where 0:_ is the ring frequency of the cylinder. The non-dimensional wavenumber dia-
gram of a cylindrical shell is ,presented in Figure 13. This figure shows lines of constant
non-dimensional frequency [_) plotted in the positive quadrant of the wavenumber
functions k, and fzc. These wavenumber diagrams can also be plotted for the range of
wavenumbers: -k_ to +_:, and -kc to +k_, which results in a "figure 8" pattern [6]. The
figure 8 defines a locus of wavenumbers that dominate the vibration of the shell.
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The acoustic modes of a rigid-walled cylindrical waveguide take the following form
[7].
sin
p,,,,,(,.,¢,z)= P,,,,_--(nC)Jr,(k,,'lco4k_z)
C08
where J,, is the Bessel function, m is axial mode order, n is the acoustic circumferential
mode order, P,,,,, is pressure amplitude, and (% ¢, z) denote a cylindrical coordinate
system. The radial wavenumber k, is determined by the zero normal-particle wall
boundary condition as characteristic solutions k2 p of the equation:
oJo(k,,)]
N J,=R=°
where n indicates the number of diametral pressure nodes and p the number of con-
centric circular pressure nodes (radial mode order).
The axial and radial wavenumbers satisfy the acoustic wave equation:
k_+ (ky)' = k'
which gives the dispersion relationship for the cylindrical cavity. The axial (k,) and
circumferential (kc) wavenumbers and the modal frequencies for the cylindrical cavity
are given by:
mT1-
ko= (k_)l__-L- L
ko= (ky)I,=R - 7.,
R
2 C 2
where 7,, are characteristic solutions of the equation [J'(k,.)],.=n = 0 for the cylindrical
cavity.
The acoustic dispersion diagram for the hard walled cylindrical cavity is shown in
Figure 14.
4.2 Wavenumber Analysis for the FARF Fuselage
Since the FARF fuselage is a complex stiffened shell and does not conform to the
idealized form of a cylindrical shell, the cylindrical shell formulae could not be used to
calculate the fuselage structural and cavity modes. The FARF structural and acoustic
modes were determined using the Matrix Difference Equation (MDE) method [8]. This
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method is a computer code developed at DAC using a finite element approach to
vibration analysis. The basic simplifying assumption is that the structure is spatially
periodic or repetitive, meaning that it is a longitudinal array of identical substructures.
The computer code is applicable to coupled structural-acoustic models representing the
fuselage structure and the air inside.
In order to understand the acoustic waveguide behavior of the FARF fuselage cav-
ity, predictions were first made for the acoustic modes of an equivalent hardwalled,
stiffened cylindrical shell. A MDE model of such a cylindrical shell was used to deter-
mine its uncoupled modal frequencies and mode shapes. The radius (R=65.8 inch) and
length (L=380 inch) of the cylindrical shell cavity are the same as that of the FARF
(DC-9) fuselage. The MDE model of the hardwalled cylindrical shell consisted of 20
substructures, each substructure being 19 inches long. Figure 15 shows sample pre-
dicted acoustic pressure contours for the (m=3, n=2, p=0) mode. The circumferential
and radial mode ordering of these acoustic modes can be done by either comparing the
predicted contours with those obtained from the classical theory for circular cylindrical
shells or by identifying the modal distribution of acoustic pressures. The MDE model
of the hardwalled cylindrical cavity was then modified to represent a flexible wall cylin-
drical shell, in order to determine the coupled modal frequencies and mode shapes for
the cylinder.
The structural-acoustic coupling phenomenon can be studied using wavenumber
matching [3] or mode matching [4] techniques. Both require matching the acoustic and
structural mode (or wavenumber) and imply that only the modes of the same axial and
circumferential orders can couple. Although the coupled acoustic and structural modes
differ from the respective uncoupled modes, they may be assumed to resemble closely
their uncoupled components for the purposes of approximate analysis [3]. Hence the
acoustic and structural dispersion diagrams may be superimposed to locate possible
structural-acoustic interactions.
The acoustic and structural dispersion diagrams for uncoupled modes of the cylin-
drical shell are shown superimposed in Figure 16. For a given circumferential mode
order, equality of axial wavenumber (or mode order) then gives the coincidence con-
dition. At coincidence, optimum conditions exist for transfer of energy between these
modes. The mode coupling would occur where structural and acoustic dispersion curves
coincide or cross each other for the same axial and circumferential mode order. Figure
16 indicates that the coincidence between the lower-order circumferential shell modes
(e.g. N=0 and 1) and the lower-order circumferential acoustic modes (e.g. n=0 and
1) and low radial order (p=0), can occur at frequencies close to the acoustic mode
cutoff frequencies. For example, the lowest possible coincidence frequency is due to the
coupling between the (re=l, N=I) structural mode and the (m=l, n=l, p=0) acoustic
mode which corresponds to the cutoff frequency of this acoustic mode. Between this
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frequency and the ring frequency, there can be several such coincidences; any one shell
mode can be coincident with all the acoustic modes of equal circumferential order (n)
and increasing radial order (p). Multiple coincidences between the lower order struc-
tural and acoustic curves may also occur since portions of these curves run parallel to
each other (e.g. the N=0 structural curve and the (n=0, p=4) acoustic curve). The
chance of coincidence for the higher order shell modes (N = 4 and above), however,
becomes less as the structural curves tend to rise rapidly and run parallel to the lower
order acoustic curves.
The structural and acoustic cavity modes of the FARF fuselage were then deter-
mined using the MDE method. The MDE model of the FARF fuselage consisted of 20
substructures. Each substructure is 19 inches long and represented one bay between
frames. Every longeron was represented, as well as the floor and floor-support struts.
Figure 17 shows the cavity spatial pressures predicted at 118 Hz. This predicted (n=2,
p=0) acoustic mode compares very well with the measured cavity mode at 105 Hz (see
Figure 12). The difference in frequencies is likely due to the simplified model used for
predictions.
The predicted structural and acoustic dispersion curves for the fuselage are shown in
Figure 18. These dispersion curves, particularly for the lower-order modes, appear to be
very similar to those obtained for the equivalent cylindrical shell. It may be observed
from Figure 18 that structural-acoustic coupling can occur for the (1,1) structural
mode and the (1,1,0) acoustic mode, in the frequency range from 60 to 70 Hz (below
the frequency range measured during the test program). The figure also shows that
structural acoustic coupling may occur for the (3,2) structural mode and the (3,2,0)
acoustic mode, in the frequency range from 120 to 150 Hz. Coupling of other structural
and acoustic modes appears unlikely, since no other coincidences of structural and
acoustic dispersion curves of the same axial and circumferential mode orders are shown
in the figure.
4.3 Experimental Results
The wavenumber spectrum analysis approach was used to examine the structural-
acoustic coupling for the FARF fuselage, between the (3,2) structural mode and the
(3,2,0) acoustic mode. The spatial domain data for the vibration response was obtained
using the 13x15 array of accelerometers mounted on the left side of the fuselage (see
Figure 6). The interior sound field was mapped using a three-dimensional array of
microphones, comprised of the microphones in a ring around the periphery of the cabin
adjacent to the sidewall (i.e., ring 5 on Figure 7), at each of 13 stations within the cabin.
The k-space vibration response was obtained by implementing two-dimensional spatial
Fourier transforms (at each temporal frequency) on the spatial domain data. Using the
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cylindrical coordinate system, the k-space acceleration spectrum may be represented
as follows [6]:
1 f_'° f0'_VC'N(R, kz,w) = _ oo ffJ(n'f'z'w)e-i(k'z+N_')dzd¢
where _(R,¢,k,,w) is the spatial acceleration response on the cylinder surface, R is
the radius of the shell, and N is the structural circumferential mode number.
The k-space acoustic pressure, P,_,(r, k_,w), at a constant radial location inside the
fuselage may be similarly defined. The circumferential wavenumbers and mode orders
of the structural and acoustic cavity modes are related by the following relationships:
kc = N/R for the structural mode and k np = _ Ir=R for the acoustic cavity mode, where
n and p are circumferential and radial mode numbers for acoustic modes respectively.
The axial mode numbers may also be calculated from the axial wavenumbers using ka
= n,__.._Since P,,,,(r,k_,w) and WN(R,k_,w) are complex functions, only the magnitudeL"
of these functions will be shown in the form of contour plots.
The k-space vibration reponse of the fuselage at 105 Hz due to the shaker broadband
excitation is shown in Figure 19. The k-space acoustic response of the FARF cavity at
the same frequency obtained from the ring 5 array of microphones is shown in Figure
20. (Note the "figure 8" pattern of these wavenumber diagrams.)
It may be observed in Figure 19 that a number of structural modes (N=2 to 7,
calculated using the equation above) contribute to the response of the FARF structure
at 105 Hz. The acoustic modes contributing to the FARF cavity response are found
(Figure 20) to be in the range of n=l to 3 with the n=2 mode being the most dominant.
Although the N=2 structural mode is not resonant at 105 Hz, it has spatial contribution
at this frequency and shows up with somewhat diminished amplitude in the vibration
wavenumber plot. It therefore appears from Figures 19 and 20 that the N=2 structural
mode is coupling with the n=2 acoustic mode, in agreement with the earlier predictions.
This example illustrates the usefulness of the wavenumber analysis approach for
defining the modal characteristics of the fuselage and for understanding the structural-
acoustic coupling of the shell and cavity.
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5 Response to Acoustic and Vibration Excitation
In this section, the measured response of the test fuselage to various types of ex-
citations is reviewed. Fuselage response is examined in terms of the interior acoustic
pressure, using spatial plots and wavenumber maps for selected frequencies and exci-
tation conditions.
5.1 Shaker vs. Speaker Excitation
The spatial distribution of acoustic pressure within the cabin at station 718 resulting
from shaker broadband excitation is shown in Figure 21, for three frequencies (125, 168,
and 250 Hz). The corresponding spatial plots for the same frequencies resulting from
broadand acoustic excitation from a single exterior loudspeaker is shown in Figure 22.
(Note that for Figure 21 the shaker is located on the right side of the fuselage, while for
Figure 22 the speaker is located on the left side of the fuselage.) While the mechanical
and acoustic excitations clearly cause distinctly different cabin pressure distributions,
no specific trends with either frequency or excitation type can be discerned from the
plots in Figures 21 and 22.
In Figures 23 and 24, the wavenumber maps determined from the ring 5 micro-
phones are presented for the same three frequencies for shaker and speaker excitation,
respectively. Figure 23 shows that for shaker excitation, the wavenumber pressure
distributions are dominated by the n=2 mode in the circumferential direction, for all
three frequencies. In contrast, Figure 24 shows that for speaker excitation, the domi-
nant circumferential mode increases with increasing frequency, from n=2 to n=6. The
wavenumber maps also show that the dominant axial modes for speaker excitation are
at and around zero wavenumber (n=0) for all frequencies (Figure 24), while for shaker
excitation the axial mode number increases with frequency (Figure 23).
An explanation for this behavior may be found in Figure 18. This figure shows
that with increasing axial mode order the N=2 structural mode can be excited over
a wide frequency range of 40-250 Hz. At the higher frequencies the point mechanical
force (ideally a 6-function in the spatial domain, but white noise in k-space ) can,
therefore, excite the low wavenumber N=2 mode, which in turn can couple with the
(n,p = 2,0 and 2,1) acoustic modes. The acoustic excitation, on the other hand, is
spatially distributed over the length of the fuselage but not around the circumference.
Consequently, the acoustic excitation results in excitation of lower order axial but
higher order circumferential modes at higher frequencies.
Further, Figures 23 and 24 demonstrate that there are distinct differences in the
fuselage response to acoustic versus mechanical excitation in both axial and circunffer-
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ential directions, as reflected in the wavenumber maps. This implies that wavenumber
spectral mapping of the cavity acoustic pressure may have great potentiM as a tool for
diagnosing airborne versus structureborne transmission paths into the cabin.
5.2 Broadband vs. Tone Excitation
Figure 25 shows the cabin acoustic pressure distribution and wavenumber map at
250 Hz, for broadband acoustic excitation of the fuselage from a single loudspeaker. The
corresonding spatial and wavenumber plots for acoustic excitation with a 250 Hz tone
from the same loudspeaker are shown in Figure 26. Comparison of these two figures
demonstrates that the response of the fuselage at a particular frequency is essentially
identical under broadband and tonal acoustic excitation.
This result was not unique to excitation at 250 Hz; it was found to occur for all
frequencies studied.
5.3 Tone Excitation with Wave-Trace Velocity
Figure 27 presents additional spatial and wavenumber plots corresponding to the
previous two figures, for acoustic excitation from the five-speaker time-delayed array
using a 250 Hz tone. Comparison of the spatial pressure distributions in Figures 26
and 27 shows that simulation of wave-trace velocity results in noticeable but small dif-
ferences in acoustic pressures; the differences are more pronounced at lower frequencies
(e.g., at 100 and 125 Hz). Comparison of the wavenumber maps in Figures 26 and 27
shows that for tonal excitation the wave-trace velocity excites additional, lower order
circumferential modes. While these additional modes are not the dominant contrib-
utors to the acoustic pressure field, their presence modifies the distribution of noise
levels within the cabin. Nevertheless, wave-trace velocity effects, as simulated in the
test facility, appear to be relatively small.
5.4 Combined Shaker and Speaker Excitation
Figure 28 presents cabin acoustic pressure distributions at 125, 168, and 250 Hz
for the final excitation, combined shaker and speaker broadband excitation. Similarly,
Figure 29 presents wavenumber maps for the same frequencies for the combined broad-
band excitation. These figures may be compared with Figures 21 and 23 for shaker
excitation, and Figures 22 and 24 for speaker excitation. For the input levels used in
these tests the shaker excitation generally produced higher noise levels in the cabin
than the speaker excitation; thus the acoustic pressure distributions and wavenumber
36
maps for the combined excitations at these frequencies are dominated by the shaker ex-
citation. For selected wavenumber ranges where the shaker excitation is not dominant,
the wavenumber pressures for the combined excitations appear to be the superposition
of the wavenumber pressures for the individual excitations.
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125 Hz
168 Hz
250 Hz
Figure 21. Cavity Pressure Distributions, Shaker Broadband Excitation
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125 Hz
168 Hz
250 Hz
Figure 22. Cavity Pressure Distributions, Single Speaker Broadband
Excitation
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Figure 27. Cavity Pressure Distribution and Wavenumber Map for
250 Hz, Multiple Speaker Tonal Excitation
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Figure 28. Cavity Pressure Distributions, Combined Single Speaker
and Shaker Broadband Excitation
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6 Summary and Conclusions
A set of noise and vibration measurements were conducted in FARF to investigate
the shell and cavity modal characteristics and the structural-acoustic coupling char-
acteristics of the DC-9 aft fuselage test section, and the response of the fuselage to
selected excitations. For these ground tests the fuselage configuration was similar to
that of the Baseline Configuration used during UHB Demonstrator flight tests, with
several noise and vibration control treatments installed but without trim panels or
cabin furnishings.
The fuselage was exposed to six different excitations, including broadband acous-
tic excitation from a single interior and a single exterior loudspeaker, tonal acoustic
excitation from a single exterior and multiple exterior loudspeakers, broadband vibra-
tion excitation from an exterior shaker, and combined broadband exterior acoustic and
vibration excitation. For each excitation, noise levels were measured at 13 locations
along the length of the cabin with an array of microphones throughout the cabin cross-
section. For each excitation except that using the interior loudspeaker, vibration levels
were measured on the fuselage surface with an array of accelerometers on the left side
of the structure, and on two complete frame rings around the structure. Shaker input
force levels were also measured, as well as exterior noise levels at selected locations.
Analyses of the transfer functions between the input source levels and the response
noise and vibration levels were used to define the frequencies of the structural modes
for frame 718, and the uncoupled and coupled transverse cavity modes at the same
station. The structural and cavity mode shapes were then derived from the measured
accelerometer and microphone data.
To study the structural-acoustic coupling, the first step was to make mode coupling
predictions for a cylindrical shell and the FARF fuselage using the MDE method. Cou-
pling of the structure and acoustic cavity is expected to occur at only those frequencies
for which there is a structural mode and a cavity mode of identical mode order. The
MDE predictions were used to identify candidate modes satisfying this condition, and
thus guided the analysis of the measured data. To define the primary modes contribut-
ing to the fuselage vibration and cavity acoustic pressure at selected frequencies, a
wavenumber analysis of the measured data was undertaken. The resulting wavenum-
bet maps confirmed the MDE predictions that the N=2 structural mode would couple
with the (n=2, p=0) circumferential cavity mode; from the measurements this was
found to occur at 105 Hz. Further, the predictions and measurements both showed
that there is no other major coupling of the structure and acoustic cavity.
Wavenumber analysis was also used to examine the response of the fuselage to the
different types of excitation. This analysis showed that the fuselage response, in terms
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of cabin noise levels, is dominated by low order modes (i.e., n=2) which appear to be
independent of frequency for structural excitation. In contrast the response to acoustic
excitation is dominated by modes whose order increases with frequency. The analysis
also demonstrated that differences in response between broadband and tonal acoustic
excitation were negligible, and differences in response between tonal acoustic excitation
with and without wave-trace velocity effects were small. Finally, the fuselage response
to combined acoustic and structural excitations was dominated by the response to
the shaker; the wavenumber pressure was observed to be the sum of the separate
wavenumber pressures from the individual acoustic and structural excitations.
The wavenumber analyses were found to be very useful in defining the structural-
acoustic behavior of the fuselage. The wavenumber-frequency maps provide informa-
tion about the structural-acoustic response of the fuselage/cavity that is usually not
obtainable from conventional analyses based in the spatial domain.
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